Figure 1: Our method creates abstract stylized objects from a given input model (left). We analyze the shape and its geometry to guide the stylization and abstraction of the object. Essentially, the user makes a selection from a prioritized list of style operands and applies it on the object. The stylized versions of the input can be rendered in various ways using non-photorealistic rendering.
Introduction
For a long time, one of the primary goals of computer graphics research has been the generation of realistic models and photorealistic images. With the evolution of 3D digital content and the emergence of novel technologies such as 3D printing and urban modeling, symbolic shape representations have also come to receive more attention. This shift from realistic rendering to stylized representations has been apparent in the field of non-photorealistic rendering * e-mail:julian.kratt@uni-konstanz.de (NPR) . Corresponding methods typically assume that the geometric model is given or render the model in a particular style, focusing on aesthetic or technical aspects to increase the clarity of the subject.
We introduce a novel paradigm of non-realistic 3D stylization, where the expressiveness of a model is manifested in the 3D shape itself, rather than only in its rendering. Since the input model is altered to express certain features and semantics, we call this approach non-realistic stylization. Essentially, 3D stylization provides alternate shape representations moving away from classical surface meshes towards high-level semantic models. One of the first algorithmic 3D stylizations to visualize phenomena such as hair, fire or glass was proposed by Perlin and Hoffert [Perlin and Hoffert 1989] . Among many others, abstraction, simplification, and symmetrization are means for modeling an object in an expressive style. These techniques serve as non-realistic representations that spark and inspire human perception of shape and are thus powerful visual communication tools for creating a variety of digital content.
Due to complexity and diversity of shapes, the stylization of 3D models is a challenging problem. While the abstraction and simplification of geometry is an interesting domain of research [Mehra et al. 2009a ] our stylization does not simplify the object and may even increase its complexity in order to represent its essence (Figure 1) . Our work is inspired by the method of Nan et al. [2011] who analyze the intricate relations in 2D urban drawings for their simplification. Since in 3D this complexity may increase exponentially, we take a semi-automatic approach. We analyze the 3D shape and provide a list of compatible stylization suggestions for the user. The stylizations are either based on clipping the fill patterns against the input or by growing them explicitly. Our method introduces a novel editing framework for stylization and abstraction of 3D structures by geometry replacement. While our work borrows from NPR where a wide variety of expressive styles and filters are applied to render raster 2D images, we develop high-level editing operands for semantic modeling. These operands provide a wide range of which amend 3D shape while accounting for specific geometrical, topological and volumetric features.
We performed an initial user study to clarify which geometric structures are commonly used to stylize models. Based on the findings our set of fill patterns was designed and adapted. While the presented pipeline allows generating visually pleasing stylizations for a large variety of input models, the findings of the user study help the system to suggest good initial fill patterns that later can be refined by the user. 
Related Work
Related work comes from the fields of non-photorealistic rendering, 3D abstraction as well as urban modeling techniques.
Non-Photorealistic Rendering:
A major goal of nonphotorealistic rendering (NPR) methods lies in highlighting, exaggerating and clarifying object characteristics and features [Gooch and Gooch 2001; Strothotte and Schlechtweg 2002] . Many styles have been explored in NPR literature to serve different artistic needs, such as pen and ink [Salisbury et al. 1997; Winkenbach and Salesin 1994] , painting [Meier 1996 ], informal sketching [Raskar and Cohen 1999] , and charcoal drawings [Cornish et al. 2001] .
Since low-level geometry does not provide natural prioritization of shape features, NPR techniques often focus on highlighting viewspecific features to exaggerate or convey form [Cole et al. 2012] . A significant amount of research has been devoted to identifying object features. This ranges from silhouettes, ridges and valleys [Na et al. 2005 ] to contours and suggestive contours [DeCarlo et al. 2003 ]. 2D abstraction is a continuing line of research in non-photorealism on clarifying and exposing the essential structures in images [DeCarlo and Santella 2002] , segmentation-based rendering [Kolliopoulos et al. 2006] , enhanced representations of photographs [Orzan et al. 2007 ], video [Wang et al. 2004] , [Winnemöller et al. 2006] , and line drawings [Barla et al. 2005; Jeong et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2007] . Bengtsson et al. [1991] obtained abstractions by studying contours at different scales and recently attempts have been made to learn abstractions using a set of exemplars [Fatih Demirci et al. 2009] or by performing abstraction through organizing shapes and analyzing local and global features of images [Mi et al. 2009 ].
Other avenues explored for abstraction include rule-based simplification [Brown et al. 1993] , user-guided parametric models [Falcid et al. 1998 ], or topology-based inference [Biasotti et al. 2000] . These approaches aim to abstract the content of 2D imagery using segmentation, clustering, and scale-space processing to find regions or lines that can be omitted from imagery.
Geometry-based Stylization: A large amount of work addresses the abstraction and stylization of 2D line drawings. In the context of perceptual abstraction, Grabli et al. [2004] simplify line drawings using a complexity measure which accounts for stroke density and regularity variations. Barla et al. [2005; , present algorithms for line drawing simplification and synthesis based on perceptual line grouping, accounting for proximity, color and continuation principles. Many of the existing methods analyze the geometry for grouping and simplification [Shesh and Chen 2008] , the arrangement of patterns and the relations of neighboring elements [Ijiri et al. 2008] or the appearance and placement of stroke-based vectors [Hurtut et al. 2009 ]. Wang et al. [2004] perform abstraction of video sequences by semi-automatic segmentation of semantical contiguous volumes.
While most of the existing work in non-realistic stylization focuses on 2D models, only a few methods address the stylization and generation of iconic representations of 3D models [Fleischer et al. 1995; Cutler et al. 2002] . In an early work, Akleman et al. [2004] generate 3D face caricatures to highlight artistic concepts in the modeling process. Gal et al. [2007] create 3D collages on top of target shapes by using a database of objects as primitive building blocks. Theobalt et al. [2007] extend this idea and propose a method for automatically transforming animated meshes into abstract representations. In a recent work, Mehra et al. [2009b] create envelope shapes for complex 3D objects to guide their visual simplification. McCrae [2011] introduced the use of planar section for creating shape abstractions and even more recently Vidimce et al. [2013] provide means for the synthesis of multi-material 3D printed objects.
Motivated by procedural modeling and constructive solid geometry, researchers have long proposed to approximate a given 3D model with parametric parts [Attene et al. 2006; Schmidt 2010] . Parametric descriptions enable the creation of different abstraction levels by direct manipulation, for instance by removing some of the parts while preserving others. However, most discrete digital models lack such semantic information and deducing regularity from 3D geometry poses a difficult problem . Nan et al. [2011] introduced a method for structural summarization and the abstraction of complex spatial arrangements found in architectural drawings. Their method is based on the well-known Gestalt rules, which summarize how forms, patterns, and semantics are perceived by humans from bits and pieces of geometric information.
Urban Abstraction: The abstraction and simplification of buildings and urban scenes has been of interest to researchers for improving, clarifying, and emphasizing visual representations of urban data sets. While Adabala et al. [2007] propose to create maps as a combination of two-and three-dimensional information to increase functionality and aesthetic appeal, Grabler et al. [2008] introduce a technique for the automated design of tourist maps with focus on emphasizing important cues. The approach of Loya et al. [2008] employs Fourier series to identify periodic features and to approximate facade structures from images. Glander et al. [2009] focus on the perception of city models by introducing a hierarchical abstraction of buildings and streets. Their work allows computing simplified representations of important landmarks and supports smooth transitions of varying levels of detail. Sidiropoulos and Vasilakos [2006] provide an overview of different techniques for modeling cities and discuss various symbolic and realistic visualization.
In contrast to previous techniques we focus on the stylization of 3D input models. Our method not necessarily produces simplified but complex, however, visually pleasing replicas that can also be printed on custom hardware.
Stylization Patterns Drawn in Initial Study
The number of possible primitives that could be used for stylization is rather limited since the entire process is subjective. However one can observe that several patterns are more suited than others. In order to find out which geometric structures are commonly used we performed a study with fifteen students from a design and architectural school in total that are skilled in drawing by hand. The subjects were introduced to our new paradigm of 3D model stylization and asked to draw stylized versions of four given input models: two buildings, a tree model (based on the geometric modeling of trees proposed by Livny et al. [Livny et al. 2011] ) and a wooden toy. The examples are shown in Figure 1 , Figure 10 (upper right) and Figure 11 (lower left). These objects were printed on papers with less opacity to guide the subjects. In addition, to help subjects to gain better spatial understanding, we provided videos showing each object rotating around its medial axis. The subjects were asked to apply geometrical shapes in order to provide a 3D abstraction on paper. Additionally they hatched the shapes to give a cue about the spatial impression. Figure 2 shows some results of the study. The input model is represented on the very left side in Figure 1 . Throughout the study some patterns were prominently utilized to highlight or exaggerate certain features of the models. For example to express the essence of buildings, such as floors or repetitive windows, most of the subjects drew structures like planes, crossing planes, tubes and parallel rings in the way that those characteristics were preserved. Especially for irregular structures, the participants suggested filling geometry such as spirals and splines.
Similar to 3D buildings with symmetric structures such as windows repetitive patterns in other arbitrary 3D objects are treated in the same way by the subjects. Another observation is that symmetric parts of the input model are stylized in the same way. Additionally, one important result of the study is that the patterns are very often arranged along the main axis of the selected segment.
Based on our findings we propose eight fill patterns (see Figure 3) . Initially we had a larger set of fill patterns from which two were additionally implemented: 3D Voronoi cells and organic growth patterns.
Overview
A sequence of four general steps is performed to produce a stylized object (see Figure 4) . We assume that the model is already divided into a number of segments. Segmentation can be performed automatically using common segmentation techniques ( [Nan et al. 2011] ) or defined by the user in a pre-processing step. All following steps can be computed within a few minutes, so the possibility for user interaction with fast feedback is preserved.
Shape Analysis and Fill Pattern Ranking:
We analyze each segment individually to determine the location and orientation of filling primitives. To identify global and local features we make use of symmetry detection and global-to-local features such as repetition patterns and volume distribution. The goal of the analysis is to provide the user a ranking of fill patterns that preserves the characteristic features of the given segment. We may use different analysis of the shape such as local curvature, earth-movers distance [Rubner et al. 1997 ] to database objects, which are already abstracted, as well as upright orientation [Fu et al. 2008] . In our work we use only a subset of possible alignment methods, RANSAC [Fischler and Bolles 1981] and PCA [Pearson 1901 ], in order to compute the best fitting representation and orientation of the fill patterns. After the analysis we provide the user with a ranking of possible patterns. we initially analyze the geometry of each part and compatible stylization patterns are suggested to the user. Next, we apply the patterns as volumetric operands inside the shape. For an aesthetic appearance the generated abstraction model can be rendered in a number of different ways.
Primitive Generation:
Once we know what kind of fill pattern can be used to abstract the segment, the geometry of the fill pattern is generated. This pattern is later used to be clipped against the input model. The orientation of the PCA from the previous step as well as repetition and repetitive pattern analysis allows us to fit the fill patterns to the structures of the input model. Floor height or prominent facade elements are such primary and repetitive structures. The user is able to select multiple segments at a time to apply the same selected pattern to all of them.
Another possibility is to grow a fill pattern inside the segment. This has the advantage that no clipping is needed later and that the generated geometry can interact with the segment boundary. We direct the growth of such patterns by using distance fields from the segment boundary and predefined growth directions.
Filling and Representation:
To fit the geometry of the fill patterns to the model we use the input mesh for clipping. The clipped geometry can be used for representing the model; it can be exported for 3D printing or subsequent rendering methods.
Stylization:
In the last step we use the clipped and filled geometry to generate a stylized version of the input. At this step common 2D NPR approaches such as toon shading or hatching enhance the visual appearance of the abstraction.
Shape Analysis and Pattern Ranking
Proper stylization depends on the shape of the segments and of the combination of different elements to a stylized model. While the latter is a creative decision the former can be supported by a geometric analysis of the segment shapes. Thus we perform some tests to the geometry. By using RANSAC [Fischler and Bolles 1981] we determine the geometric primitive that is most similar to the segment, while PCA [Pearson 1901 ] determines the direction with the highest variances as main axes of the object and also the ratio between the dimensions of these axes. Both values help us to select good fill patterns from our pre-defined library. It turns out that the regularity of the fill patterns is related to the regularity of the segment geometry. As our study shows, users prefer more regular patterns for box-like or cylinder-like segments and more organic patterns for irregular segment shapes.
Figure 5: Schematic diagram that shows the outcome of RANSAC and PCA. While the input mesh is given on the left, the center illustrates the shapes detected with RANSAC and the right-hand side points out the main directions of PCA for each segment.
Geometric features for parameter derivation
To determine the general shape of the segment, we use RANSAC. This helps us to limit the set of possible fill patterns that could be used for stylization. RANSAC is an iterative algorithm to estimate parameters of a mathematical model from a set of data points. In our case, the data points are sampled from the input mesh and fitted to implicit surfaces. We use RANSAC with six randomly chosen data points instead of solving the equation system exactly with every vertex of the mesh in order to increase computation speed. The algorithm converges either after a finite number of iterations or when a matching model is found. The other reason is that if we use all data points, the shape may not match the surface described by an implicit function completely. In our system we are able to identify whether a segment has a box-, ellipsoid-or a cone-like structure. This could easily be extended to more shapes.
In addition to RANSAC we perform PCA on the input. We take advantage of the characteristic of the PCA that the principal components are orthogonal to each other. The resulting orthogonal main axes help to direct our orthogonal filling structures like crossing planes. Taking the eigenvalues of the principal components we are able to produce a proposal of an optimal distribution of these primitives along the main directions. Both of the analysis methods are illustrated in Figure 5 . It is necessary to provide both methods, for instance a box and a sphere can have the same principal components, while they are completely different forms.
Semantic Features
The stylization should preserve characteristic semantic features of the input model, such as repetitive patterns like windows on a facade. To identify such structures we exploit the help of the user. The user can draw simple lines on the object surface to mark prominent structures. Our system can subsequently detect the repetitive patterns of these structures with a very simple adaption of the Gestalt rules [Nan et al. 2011] . As illustrated in Figure 6 , only two edges of a window in the facade of a building need to be marked in order to find all of the necessary edges that will give us information about the vertical distribution of planes in the segment. The inset illustrates where the user draws lines (red) and which features are detected (blue). In the complete building repetitive patterns of these two selected edges are detected.
Ranking
We propose a ranking for the different filling primitives. The ranking provides an estimation about the quality of a fill pattern for a selected segment. The user has to decide on which method the ranking is based, whether PCA, information derived on selected repet-itive patterns, or RANSAC. For instance if the three eigenvalues calculated by the PCA are identical, we propose crossed planes as fill pattern. Only one large eigenvalue would lead to parallel planes along the main principal component. If RANSAC estimates a cone as the basic structure our primary proposal is a sequence of rings. The ranking is based on our initial evaluation which is described in Section 3.
Clipping and Filling
The ranking that is produced on the basis of PCA and RANSAC provides us with different patterns for abstraction. These patterns are divided into two groups. The first group consists of parametric models, such as combination of planes and rings, and can be clipped against the input surface. The other group is composed of growing and fill patterns, which have a more organic appearance. These organic patterns can be further subdivided into explicitly given geometry and patterns, which are computed from given seed points within the volume. Using the distance field of the object, we can control this process. In contrast to discrete clipping, which is fast to compute, filling with growth patterns takes more computational time, but does not need any clipping.
Oriented Growth Patterns
The first type of filling primitive is any kind of spline-like structure. In its simplest form we sample points inside the volume and interpolate these by a spline curve. To give the splines thickness we use the Parallel Transport Frame (PTF) approach [Hanson and Ma 1995] to compute smoothly varying coordinate frames over the spline curve, which are used to define generalized cylinders. Besides the appearance of the spline curve the shape of the filling is mainly given by the sampling of the points. The distance field helps us to detect whether a given sample point is inside the volume or not. Further we can define a range around the zero-level set that goes inside the volume (see Figure 7) . All our models are normalized to a unit cube and we initially suggest a value of 0.01 for . Thus the resulting structure is quite shape-aware, besides larger distances to the surface leads to a more general filling.
Figure 7:
We use distance fields to guide our growth patterns. Left: Geometry is distributed only within a small distance to the surface. Right: Spiral structures. Spiral-like structures represent the next type of fill pattern. In order to resemble the given segment well we produce spirals at its border, which however, still remain within the volume. Starting from a base point p in the segment and a given direction n we compute the largest enclosed diameter for the spiral along the axes by utilizing the distance field (see Figure 7) . Therefore we start with an initial radius rinit and check how many points on the corresponding circle lie inside and outside the segment. If the ratio between these two numbers is under a given threshold we increase the radius gradually until we find the optimal one. Once we have found the maximal possible radius we proceed with the next base point, sampled along the direction n, in the same way. Finally, we have a set of base points and their corresponding radii, which are now interpolated to build the spiral.
Seed-Point-Based Growth Patterns
For more artificial stylizations without correlation to geometric features of the input model, organic structures may be wanted. In our system we use a space colonization algorithm to generate tree-like branching structures within the segment. The method was originally introduced to generate leaf venation patterns [Runions et al. 2005; Runions et al. 2007] . In tree modeling, the general idea is that branches compete for space while they are growing. To simulate this complex process seed points are distributed in space, where each point acts like an attractor. Starting from one point in space the tree skeleton is iteratively developed by adding new branches oriented by nearby attractors within a radius of influence. Once attractor points are reached they are excluded from further computations. Figure 8 illustrates the evolution of the space colonization pattern over time.
3D Voronoi volumes [Du et al. 1999] are also seed-point-based filling patterns. These structures are provided as an organic fill pattern for arbitrary segment shapes. While these Voronoi structures are very aesthetic, their calculation is very time and space consuming. The Voronoi structures are controlled by distributing the seed points in the same way as already described above. These structures as well as the space colonization filling are not derived by geometric features and only the user is able to decide whether they should be used for stylization.
Figure 8: Branching structures generated by the space colonization method. We use distance fields to control the sampling of seed points. Left: Input model. Center and right: Seed points are only generated in regions with small distance to the surface, which results in organic structures appearing at the boundary of the input.
Results
With support of the user interface, we applied our abstraction system to a wide range of different input models. Besides arbitrary objects, the meshes presented in [Mehra et al. 2009a ] are used to generate abstracted geometry. In terms of the appearance of the final rendered result, the user is able to post-process the abstraction geometry. Beneath offline ray-tracing, it is also possible to apply different 2D non-photorealistic methods like suggestive contour detection or toon shading.
All models are abstracted in different ways with the primary proposal, that are generated by our system, as well as other abstraction possibilities. Figure 9 and 10 show different input models and the offline rendered abstractions. Most of the input meshes model real towers, such as the Arc de Triomphe and the Petrona Towers. A more complex result of out system can be seen in Figure 13 . Here the user selected growing structures to represent the castle. We are also able to apply our method to botanical tree models. For this we use the intermediate cluster representation for tree modeling proposed by Livny et al. [Livny et al. 2011] . In their work, a tree is represented by a skeleton graph, which represents the main branching structure and a set of lobes. The lobes represent the area of the tree's foliage. The clusters define a closed volume that is filled with our primitives. All of these clusters can be treated as one segment or individually. Figure 11 shows two input trees, their intermediate representations and two stylizations per tree. 3D printing is also possible. As illustrated in Figure 12 , we did this with the lower left tower model given in Figure 10 . 
Evaluation
In order to verify the ranking of the fill patterns as well as the pattern itself, proposed by our system, we performed a small study with the same fifteen users from the initial study. Given a segmented input model the users were asked to interactively stylize the object using our proposed framework but without having any suggestions from the system. All fill patterns were shown from our library. To represent characteristic features in architectural models such as windows and ceilings the major part of participants used variants and combinations of planes and tubes. The users selected the type of primitive with respect to the spatial extension of a segment. For instance the spherical wheels of the elk model (see Figure 1) were represented in most cases by crossed planes. This reflects nicely the compact structure of the wheels without a prominent axis.
For organic models such as trees the users tended to select more irregular patterns (e.g. splines). This kind of selection matches the top three suggestions given by the ranking of our proposed system. The user study also shows that stylization is a very subjective process. When applying patterns to a segment the discrepancy of spatial parameters is quite large while the choice of the pattern itself is often similar. For instance, users applied planes to the same segment with individually different spacing. 
Conclusion
By replacing input geometry with stylized geometric fill patterns, we provide a step towards high-level abstraction of geometry in addition to non-photorealistic rendering. This opens an additional space for abstraction and stylization and helps to create abstract models for 3D printing. We applied two powerful methods in a semi-automatic way to generate fill patterns. Based on geometric features we generate new primitives, which are clipped against the input mesh. The second approach is the use of distance fields: By using an implicit function, an explicit filling mesh is generated. For analysis of the input models, the current system is a very basic implementation, drawing on only a few analysis methods. In future, this will have to be extended. Furthermore, the user should be able to create style configurations as a proposal of the filling shape. Even if our approach results in printable 3D models there is still enough space for improvements. In future work we will focus on fill patterns optimized for 3D printing. 
